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No two surfaces are alike — that’s why starting with the right prep can make

the difference. With a family of tapes designed specifically for your surfac

Scotch® Painter’ Taape helps you prep right for professional-looking result

© 3M 2022. All rights reserved. 3M, Scotch, ScotchBlue, Edge-Lock and the BLUE color of the tape are trademarks of 3M.



Think
Paint.
Think 
Corona.

For more than 60 years, our fourth-

generation family company has been 

committed to providing the finest 

paintbrushes and rollers in the industry. 

Each professional applicator is handmade in 

Tampa, Florida, USA, to meet the needs of the 

professional contractor as well as the DIY painter.

Corona’s professional tools are constructed to 

exacting standards. Using a combination of 

traditional and innovative techniques, we 

deliver the highest level of performance 

and durability, the finest finish, and ease 

of use and cleanup with today’s coatings. 

For your next paint job, big 

or small, think Corona.

For more information, contact your local 
Corona Dealer or call our Customer 
Service Department at 800.458.3483.

www.CoronaBrushes.com
@CoronaBrushes
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Windshield Time

Ihave three kids. I was definitely a better parent to the youngest than to the oldest.
Why wouldn’t I be? Don’t we hope to get better as we go? Learn from each experi-

ence? Of course we do. Continuous improvement is the goal, whether you’re par-
enting, painting, cooking or contracting.

No, my point isn’t “Don’t worry! You’ll run your next business better than this one!”
My point is that we learn something new from every experience. I did. That’s why 
I was a better father to each successive child. (And yes, firstborns have every 
right to gripe.)

What did you learn in 2021 that will make you a better business owner in 2022?
One of the best ways to get better is to avail yourself of the resources around you.
Let me promote one such solution: Podcasts during windshield time.

Many of you already listen to podcasts or books on tape as you drive about. Good
on ya! It’s great way to escape the urgency of your day and recapture some purpose
and direction. And here’s podcast recommendation: APC’s Paint Radio!

Yes, I realize there are a lot of good podcasts; far too many, in fact, to be able to
hear them all. But Paint Radio, like everything APC creates, is solely focused on
painting contractors. On every podcast, you’ll hear new ideas — or be reminded 
of things you’ve been meaning to do. And they’re all hand-crafted for you, the 
pro painter.

It’s easy to lose momentum. Best laid plans get set aside, and the urgent needs
overtake the important. Your intentions elude your attention. A good podcast on a
midday drive is just what  you need to reengage. And you don’t need to look hard.
APC Paint Radio is everywhere you listen to podcasts. Drive on!  

Andrew Dwyer 
Publisher
adwyer@columbiabooks.com

On every podcast, you’ll hear new ideas – or be 
reminded of things you’ve been meaning to do.
And they’re all hand-crafted for you, the pro painter.
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paintmag.com
Master your craft, master your business — Read. Watch. Listen. Subscribe.

Great Expectations: Leveraging 
Google Maps
Ever think of using Google Maps to build your
business's reputation and run your business
more efficiently? The team at FrogTape runs
through how to make the most of the free
service in this video.

scan me

PPG Expands its Presence in 
The Home Depot
PPG has announced an expanded 
relationship with The Home Depot and 
its subsidiary HD Supply, with more 
products and services for pros. 

scan me

Check out our newly designed website at www.paintmag.com. 
More news and easy to use!

Paint TV: Learn From the Best

Paint Radio Podcast: Listen Anywhere

Paint News: The Biggest Stories

Trends in Painting 2022
Listen in to gain some foresight into what
could be coming down the road in 2022!
Labor and material shortages and technology
are just a few of the topics.

scan me

Paint Now Expensive AND Scare
Paint may be more expensive, but at least
there’s less of it. Manufacturers are planning
additional price hikes even as they report
paint shortages.are planning additional price
hikes even as they report paint shortages.

scan me
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APC Contributors
APC Thanks Its Contributing Contractors & Businesses

Chris Bott
Chris the Painter
Slave Lake, AB

Monty Byars
Byars Painting and
Drywall Finishing
Rives, TN

Andrew Dunn
Levelset
New Orleans, LA

Aker El Bey
Blue Crew Painters
Charlotte, NC

Bruce Herrala
Stak BI
Silt, CO

Stephen Howsare
Painting, Etc.
Solon, IA

Carina MacDonald
C-Mac Painting
Flint, MI

Chris McCone
Maine Paint 
Portland, ME

John Michaels 
John Michaels 
Decorating
Lombard, IL

Emma Pugliares
ECOS Paints
Spartanburg, SC

Monique Rogers
The Paint Hive 
Valencia, CA

Sacagawea 
Explorer 
Shoshone Territory

Wanna Contribute?
If you’d like to be a contributor to APC, email editorial@paintmag.com. 





New Tools

Want more info on these new products? Scan the QR code with your phone’s camera!

Purdy has added three new brushes to its Cub Brush line.
With short, smooth alderwood handles that wick away
moisture and have a comfortable ergonomic fit, the new
Cub Brushes — available in 2-inch Nylox, Clearcut and
Clearcut Elite — are lightweight and easy to control. The
shorter handle allows painters to easily reach tight spaces
when cutting in corners, painting cabinets and shelving,
and doing trim work.

The Nylox is handcrafted with 100% nylon filaments for 
a smooth finish to any interior project, including windows,
cabinets and doors. The Clearcut is formulated with a
nylon/polyester blend and designed to create precise 
lines for cutting in. The Clearcut Elite, also composed of a
nylon/polyester blend, is ultra-stiff and works best with
low-VOC coatings. 

More information at www.purdy.com/cub-brushes

Short-handle brushes

Formulated with breakthrough anti-shrink technology,
DAP’s Alex Ultra is specifically designed to meet the de-
manding needs of professional paint jobs by solving for
traditional latex sealant pain points while still providing
unmatched ease of use. 

It is the lowest-shrink latex sealant on the market and
features silicone additives for greater flexibility and ex-
cellent adhesion to a wide variety of substrates including
wood, drywall, plaster, brick, masonry, glass, and most
plastics and metals. These two features combined pro-
vide a long-lasting bead and excellent 
finish that won’t crack or lose adhesion over time.

Providing a durable and long-lasting seal, it is easy to
apply and tools smoothly. It features a fast paint-ready
time of 15 minutes with a brush or it can be spray-
painted immediately. Backed by a lifetime guarantee.

More information at www.dap.com

Anti-shrink caulk
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New Tools

Festool will be offering limited-edition Planex Easy Drywall
Sander packages, combining its most popular sanding tools
into all-in-one packages to deliver turnkey solutions fo r 
enhanced jobsite efficiency and convenience. Select the 
bundle that best suits your needs — one option includes
the Planex Easy, loaded Abrasive Systainer and Dust Extractor,
while the other contains just the Planex Easy and loaded 
Abrasive Systainer.  

The Packages are simple to set up, with intuitive controls
that allow you to focus on the end results. Practically mainte-
nance-free, the package is light and easy to use, enabling 
you to prepare spaces quickly and easily.  

The Limited Edition Planex Easy Drywall Sander packages
will be available through April 30 while supplies last at 
participating dealers.  

More information at
www.festoolusa.com/planexeasypromo 

Limited-edition sanding kit

Protect your small business from reality with 
over  30+ customizable coverage options and 
personalized  discounts. Get a quote in as little 
as 6 minutes at ProgressiveCommercial.com
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ZipWall’s ZipDoor is its most versatile door kit and is 
recommended for both residential and commercial
dust| containment applications. The magnetic door can
be used to create a self-closing entry in an existing
doorway or a plastic barrier. 

For existing doorways, use ZipWall double-sided tape 
that is specially designed not to damage the door
frame. To create a doorway in a plastic barrier, cut the
plastic and use duct tape to create a door frame, then

attach the magnetic door panel to your newly created
door frame.

It takes just minutes to create a sealed doorway up to 
46" x 86" with a self-closing entryway. The powerful
magnets ensure the door maintains a tight seal while
providing easy access. The magnetic door panel is also
flame retardant and fully reusable — just fold and store
it in its original box for future jobs.

More information at www.zipwall.com 

Magnetic door kit

New Tools

SUBSCRIBE. READ. LISTEN. WATCH.
WWW.PAINTMAG.COM

MASTER PRO PAINTING
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With everything the Painting
Contractors Association built
in the past couple of years, it’s

becoming clear that we are creating an
ecosystem that helps everyone — no
matter where they are in their journey
in the painting industry.

Whether you are a painter just start-
ing out or a seasoned contractor ready
to move forward, we have the resources
and connections to help you improve.
In fact, our average member company
saw its business grow by 8% in 2021, 
an impressive number in light of the
massive problems plaguing every in-
dustry during the past couple of years.

As demand continues to rise, paint-
ing companies across the country con-
tinue to deal with the challenge of
attracting new talent to the industry.

That is why PCA dedicates its efforts to
promoting the rewards of a career in
the trade to the general public, which it
does by developing more formal train-
ing aimed at the crew member and
business content for the contractor. 

Below is an overview of some of the
resources every contractor should be
taking advantage of.

PCA painter training 
This new comprehensive instructional

program sets the painting industry’s 
professional competency benchmark. It’s
based on the tried-and-true Craftsman
Operating Procedures (COPs) and is of-
fered in both English and Spanish. Use
this all-in-one tool to help your company
flourish by training your employees or
advancing your career. With the PCA
Painter Training course and series, any-
one can progress from a basic under-
standing of the trade to advanced skill
development.

Health benefit alliance
Everyone deserves comprehensive

and reasonable health care, and PCA 
is proud to be able to offer it to all its
members. The Painting Contractors 
Association has launched the Health
Benefit Alliance to provide affordable
coverage at a discounted rate. This is the

Speaking With PCA

PCA’s Ecosystem I s Full of
Opportunities and Surprises
New and expanded programs help you 
grow and thrive
By Katie Jacome

Founded in 1884, the Painting Contractors 
Association is a national trade association 
dedicated to the success of painting and decorat-
ing contractors through ethics, education and 
excellence. PCA offers members opportunities 
to develop and grow through participation in 
education programs, attendance at local 
networking meetings, use of PCA Industry 
Standards and much more. Visit pcapainted.org.

PCA understands the importance
of continuing to learn and network

in order to be successful in
the painting industry.



perfect opportunity to get personalized
coverage with customizable plan options
for your painting company.

PCA overdrive
PCA’s streaming platform operates as a

multimedia gateway where painting pro-
fessionals can learn everything they need
to know about being successful in the in-
dustry, from painting tips to business ad-
vice. In 2022, there will be a lot more
high-quality series, webinars and pod-
casts released to help industry profes-
sionals progress in their careers and
achieve their business goals.

Find a painter
Find a Painter is an online directory

that allows customers to look for and
schedule quotes with nearby painters.
This tool can be used by painting con-
tractors to plan business or estimate ap-
pointments and properly fill their
calendars, ensuring that all parties are
aware of appointment times. Further-
more, as a PCA resource, this system
gives all contractors tangible evidence of
being part of a community of excellence
that adheres to industry standards, is
committed to providing high-quality
services, and promotes the professional-
ism of the painting trade.

PCA events
PCA understands the importance of

continuing to learn and network in order
to be successful in the painting industry.
As a result, PCA’s in-person and virtual
events are the most effective educational
and practical  resources available for
tradespeople looking to grow in the in-
dustry. Events like EXPO, our national
convention, are the ideal place to net-
work and connect with national and per-
haps even international colleagues and
manufacturers while learning about in-
dustry trends and securing valuable
knowledge and partnerships. Likewise,
PCA’s Discussion Panels, Tuesdays with
PCA, Master Classes and Business 360 are
all worth attending this year.

Working together
PCA has a long history in the industry,

and we continue to adapt to the needs
of the modern contractor. Our enthusi-
asm is matched by that of our mem-
bers, whose drive to professionalize
the trade is what propels us all forward,

creating rewarding careers and count-
less opportunities for anyone willing to
learn and put in the work on the jobsite
and in the office.   APC 
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Speaking With PCA

Katie Jacome works as PCA’s
digital media specialist, 
focusing on producing high-
quality material, developing
messages, and establishing a
consistent voice and tone for
the organization. She concen-
trates her efforts on creating
informative content for both
PCA members and the paint-
ing industry as a whole to
professionalize the industry.

Map To A Million, Business
Anatomy, and PaintED 
programs are all part of 
PCA's Overdrive program.
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Top 4 Reasons to Subscribe
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• The newest products, paint and tools – that will improve your workday.

• Painting-specific business management.

• The industry’s best craftsmanship tips.

• Insights from PCA.

Subscribe for FREE to keep receiving your copy.
Visit PaintMag.com and hit “subscribe” at the top.
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From the Field

Well, Happy New Year, friends! 
I trust that ’22 so far finds you
in good health and looking 

at a half-full calendar.  I hope you all
had a chance to embrace some down-
time too! During the holiday season, 
I took some time to read through APC
reader feedback that I received last year.
It is interesting to hear what resonates
with colleagues, and I often find inspira-
tion in their thoughts. I'd like to tip my
cap to two colleagues in particular who
inspired me during the holiday break.

APC reader Michael Lewis contacted
me regarding the May 2021 APC
wherein I reflected upon my life of deal-
ing with general contractors, builders,
remodelers and subcontracting trades
on jobsites. Michael owns Artisan 
Surfaces in Palm Desert, California, spe-
cializing in ultrahigh-end new construc-
tion. Certainly, for those who have done
that on any kind of scale, it can be a
comedy of errors at which you just
sometimes have to laugh. 

Michael’s thoughts, which inspire the
title and topic for this column are:

“Hi Scott. Regarding your May 2021
‘From the Field’ column, I haven’t
laughed this hard in a long time. Trades
are so tribal ... When contractors push
everybody on top of one another, chaos
ensues. I love to tell them, ‘If I wait a lit-
tle longer, I’ll get done faster.’  The looks
on their faces. It’s true though! Funny

thing — I was an English major, too.
Gotta use words as tools. Thanks for the
great article.”

While I’ve conveyed that message to
just about every builder I have ever
worked with, my mind never formed
the words together in that order, so it
stuck in my mind. For months, on every
job, my crew kept running into that dy-
namic. Schedules get tight, people
freak out, and painters have to keep
their cool because during the finish
phase, we are literally the first in and
the last out. Like human versions of vac-
uum cleaners, we clean before and after
we work. I know this to be true because
I have seen painters lose their minds,
and I’ve had to help find them. Those
are other stories for other days. 

Regarding Michael’s concept, I think
he is suggesting patience and objectiv-
ity in determining when we will im-
merse ourselves in the project to bring
it across the finish line. It is a good re-
minder that indeed, WE make our
schedules. We decide when and how
we will deploy on any project, usually
(er, hopefully) based on when and how
we can complete the agreed upon
scope of work most efficiently and to
our standards. 

Every single time I have gone against
those instincts, I have regretted it. In a
perfect world, if everything happened
the way it should, every trade should 

be able to get in and out quickly and as
scheduled. There is no app for eliminat-
ing human error or lapses in judgment.
Those realities chill on a supercomfy
couch in the back of my mind, but there
is that optimist in me, that wizened vet-
eran contractor who endeavors to roll
out each new year with an even more
positive attitude than the last. 

Customers don’t know what they
don’t know

And neither do we. We can’t fault any
customer for not being us — for not hav-
ing the skills, knowledge and attitudes
that we have accumulated in the course
of our painting careers. It is probably
good that they don’t, because then they
might not need us so badly. That said,
builders in particular can propose to you
in tones of great authority how they ex-
pect the job to go for you. 

That is where you have to mediate 
between the angel and the devil on your
shoulders — the optimist who wants so
badly to believe it should be that simple,
and the other extreme that has seen the
movie before and is pretty sure of the
ending. Somewhere in the middle lies
the truth, and it is your responsibility to
push your own reality toward the best
possible outcome. 

So, how do we navigate this? How do
we position our businesses to hit our ex-
pertly proposed numbers in working
conditions that won’t turn our good-na-
tured painters into miserable psychotics?

You probably have data on the types of
jobs you estimate and sell the most. That
data is probably best and most used in
determining price points by job types.
Personally, I don’t need to pull up data
when wrangling with the subjectivity we
are discussing here, but I did get some
good advice last year regarding making

Readers Write; Writer Responds
APC’s senior editor thanks readers for
their inspirational advice
By Scott Burt

“ “It is better to make a less-than-perfect
decision quickly than to make the
absolute right decision too late.



decisions with conviction. I don’t recall
how I came upon it, but the gist of it was
that it is better to make a less-than-
perfect decision quickly than to make the
absolute right decision too late. You have
to get the ship before it sails. And that
resonates for me; the concept I’ve em-
braced in recent years is that a really
good job finished today is far better than
(what we hoodwink ourselves into be-
lieving is) a perfect job two weeks from
Thursday. 

What do we stand for?
For months I pondered Michael Lewis’

words. I probably could have just called
him and gotten clarity in minutes. But
for me, being a student of the game of
paint contracting is more about the
journey than the destination. I believe
that there is no “there,” and if my ego
ever convinced me that I got there, I’d
counter that there was nowhere to go
but down. 

Now, I believe that sometimes people

come into our lives with a message at the
time we are seeking that particular mes-
sage. Paint contractor Benny Montalbano
of Elite Painting Services in Malverne,
New York, kept hitting my social feeds
with interesting thoughts and messages.
We all know that social media quickly
gets saturated with coaches, consultants
and self-proclaimed experts — so much
so that I remodeled mine over the past
few years to include more inspiration
from loggers, auto mechanics and 
motocross junkies. 

But Benny’s message kept standing
out as one of gratitude and empathy. We
had never met or even talked, but I
reached out to thank Benny for being a
leader in the industry and an inspiration
to me personally — just by being himself.
We chatted for a bit, and Benny ended up
mailing me a book called “UnF*** Your
Business” by Tomas Keenan. 

People have sent me a lot of things
over the years, but it has been a very
long time since anyone sent me a book,

which reminded me that it had actually
been a while since I’d read one. I sailed
through this book from cover to cover
pretty quickly. It is about identifying and
living your life and business according to
what you really believe in. Operating
from that foundation helps us navigate
the daily barrage of situations decisively
and with confidence. So if you feel like
you haven’t hit your stride yet in the new
year, step back for a moment and recon-
nect with whatever it is that fills your
bucket and adds value to your world.
Share it with others … we do indeed 
get what we give. APC
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From the Field

Scott Burt is senior 
editor of APC and owner
of Topcoat Finishes in 
Vermont. He enjoys 
communicating with 
paint contractors at 
topcoatreview.com.
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By Jerry Rabushka

Lifestyles — Business Owner

Training your employees is important,
but  the owner of Blue Crew Painters LLC,
Aker El Bey takes it one step further —

he trains his community. Once the Crew 
is done for the day, El Bey still has his 
mind in paint, on paint, about paint. 
You’ll often find him at the helm of an 
area beautification project, encouraging
people who don’t know the first thing
about painting to consider it as a career. 

Civic-Minded Painting
Aker El Bey teaches a city to paint 



Through his nonprofit organization,
Community Participation Revitalization
Inc., Aker works to get people inter-
ested in the industry by working with
them to paint local parks, homes for
seniors and other similar projects. Re-
cently, he held a “paint party” as part of
a park restoration. “We hired a DJ to
make it more fun, and we’re improving
something for the community but also
giving people a chance to get their
hands dirty and see that ‘maybe I might
like painting for a living,’” he said.

It seems to be working. “Since we’ve
been hosting these events, for example,
one of my friends that I know outside of
painting wants to get her sons in-
volved,” he reported. “I’m always trying
to get young people involved and let-
ting them know that they don’t need to
feel like they’ve got to go to college to
make good money. You can learn differ-
ent trades. I’m always sharing informa-
tion with people on how they can
better improve their lifestyle, not just
telling somebody about a paint brand.”

The Blue Crew is largely a family op-
eration. Based in Charlotte, North Car-
olina, it’s headed by El Bey along with
his wife and sons; a few other crew
members wield the brush as well. El
Bey himself got his start in the trades
in Michigan working for a roofer. The
hours weren’t enough to make do, and
he moved into a painting job where
he worked for a team of brothers. A
few years later, in the late 1990s, he
started his first paint company, all the
while working through a union ap-
prenticeship program and going to
college for interior design. He also

In a training session, El Bey shares his knowledge about furniture, restoration and refinishing.

Lifestyles
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El Bey noticed a lot of
people in the trades

simply weren’t
educated in those

same trades. Instead
of complaining, 

he lit a fire.



gained experience in commercial/in-
dustrial painting and lead abatement
in Flint and Detroit.

Then came the move to North Car-
olina, and things grew from there. “In
2006, I relocated here to Charlotte,
started up a new company and pretty
much haven’t looked back,” he said. “I
just gained a love for the trade. It kind of
came to me naturally; I guess you could
say I’m a creative, artistic type of person.”
That artistry has helped the company
grow and branch out into renovation
along with various types of home im-
provement.

The school house rocks
It was from this vantage point that 

El Bey noticed a lot of people in the
trades simply weren’t educated in
those same trades — that translated to
people working but not really know-
ing what they were doing. Instead of
complaining, he lit a fire. “It sparked
me to want to start teaching, and it
planted the seed for me to see what it
would take to get a training center set
up,” he said. This year, they’re looking
to put that center into full-time serv-
ice. “We’re teaching people that want
to go into it for a living, do it your-
selfers, and people that want to con-
centrate on specific niches within the
paint industry, like cabinet paint, furni-
ture paint, things like that,” he said. In
many cases, people bring in their old
furniture to upcycle rather than toss
out, keeping some valuable pieces out
of the waste stream and learning some
painting and restoration skills at the
same time.

“We have a recycling program also,
while we take paint and furniture,” he
explained. “We use the paint where we
can or we’ll donate to other people or
organizations that are doing rehab
projects. And then the rest that we
can’t use, we’ll dispose of it through 
recycling centers here.”

He plans to grow it from here. “My
focus moving forward into 2022 is to
offer more training programs to the
public and to people that want to get
involved in our industry.” He’s got a 

Lifestyles
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A painting party in the park brings the community together while at the same time bringing about civic
improvements.

“Contractors are making money,
but there’s a lot of money they’re
leaving on the table. I think that a
lot of times, we just go and paint,

we’re not really counting the profit
or thinking about it.”



village on call — El Bey brings in ven-
dors such as Graco to teach about
spray equipment or Sherwin-Williams
to teach about paint. “Eventually we’ll
be doing safety classes — CPR and
OSHA, for example — that we’ll host
through our facility to bring that infor-
mation to the public,” he said.

Don’t just paint it and forget it
One aspect of the industry he’s 

noticed as especially needing help 
is the business of business. Painting
has provided him and his family a
good living, and he wants to help oth-
ers do the same. It’s not that contrac-
tors aren’t making any money, it’s that
by applying the old adage of “work
smarter not harder,” they can be mak-
ing more.

“I think one of the problems in the
business is a lot of the business side is
totally neglected,” he said. “Contractors
are making money, but there’s a lot of
money they’re leaving on the table. I
think that a lot of time we just go and
paint and we’re not really counting the
profit or thinking about it.” Sure, you
did a great job, but have you recom-
mended maintenance visits? Have you
educated the customer on how to
make those coats of paint last longer?
Aker wants to spread the word.

“Sometimes people just … paint the
house. They never look back, and by
the time the client needs another paint
job, these painters are long gone,” said
El Bey. “I think building relationships is
one thing, but it’s also important to ed-
ucate customers more on the
processes, more on the paint and on
the way that the paint industry is
changing. I think the ongoing educa-
tional aspect within our trade is what’s
missing. They say you can’t teach an
old dog new tricks, but I feel like
there’s always ways in which we can
learn and do things better and find
better products that we can use to
make a job last longer and make the
customer happier in the end.”

Making a happier customer often
means they’ll know more about paint
when the Blue Crew leaves than when

it arrived. El Bey works to inform cus-
tomers about the benefits of low VOC
paint, for example, or harkening back
to his designer training, he’ll explain
how the colors they’re considering can
affect their emotional state as well as
the aesthetic of the room. 

He’ll even share information beyond
paint to an interested client. “Everyone
is dealing with coronavirus, so I’ll 

provide information to people about
health and topics like that. I like out-
door activities and meditation, and 
I’m an activist too,” he said. “I like to be
socially aware, and I let my customers
know things that are going on in the
community that they might not be
aware of. And I’m always open to 
alk about painting. So for me, it’s a
lifestyle.”                                             APC

El Bey and PCA
El Bey and crew get a lot of their own training with the help

of the PCA. He enjoys having that organization’s many re-
sources available all in one space — and at one price. “It saves
a lot of time and money from having to go out and bring in
the experts. We just pay a yearly fee and we have access to
thousands of videos of information right there at our finger-
tips,” he said.  “We don’t know everything, so it’s good to 
have the experts available so we can plug into them without 
paying thousands of dollars in consulting fees. I partner with
the Painting Contractors of America to be able to offer every-
thing that they have to not just our employees but other
painters in the field that may not even know about PCA.”

El Bey with his wife and business partner Jamille.

Lifestyles
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This room is dual trendy, combining a calming color with a
decorative plaster technique.
Photo credit: Maria Orlova
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As we brace for yet another year of
pandemic polemics, home has be-
come more than “where the heart

is.” It’s where the business is, where the
school is, and where the contractors are
as people invest in heart, home, and
school. While a lot of contractors shy
away from discussing color, knowing
where color is trending and under-
standing the language used to describe
it are just more tools you can employ to
set yourself apart and to provide your
clients with information to make an in-
formed decision; remember they are liv-
ing with the emotions and inspirations
of that color long after the final hand-
shake. Even if you don’t use the brands
noted in this article, check out their
commonsense approach to where color
is going in 2022 — and be prepared for
a couple surprises.

To open, Monique Le Mare-Rogers of
The Paint Hive, an online decorative
painting school and resource, shares
her perspective on this year’s color
trends and how contractors can incor-
porate these trends into more decora-
tive — and more lucrative — design
ideas.

  

By Monique Le Mare-Rogers, founder and
marketing strategist for The Paint Hive

I have been working on upcoming in-
terior and color trends by exploring
macro trends, lifestyle changes, global
changes and how they impact design
and color. As we enter 2022, we are still
in a state of transition, and the interior
color trends represent hope, optimism,
retro, sustainability and renewal.

Over the past two years our world has
been irrevocably shaped by the pan-
demic. Our homes have become our
place for everything. Past color trends
reflected the comfort and stability we
all craved. Our new habits, lifestyles and
general mental well-being will continue
to influence how we choose to paint
our homes. The Landscape Palette that
has become so important will continue
to trend through 2022. Green is the
color of nature and positivity. Although
there will be a shift away from neutrals,
the natural earthy tones such as clay
and terra cotta seen within the Land-
scape Palette will remain.

Many of us continue to work from
home, so the colors that we surround
ourselves with become backdrops for
more than just Zoom meetings — they
become the proxy for our personal
branding and mental well-being. In the
upcoming months we will begin to see
bolder, brighter colors with some zest.
Vibrant pinks, yellows and periwinkle are
on the horizon. WGSN’s [Worth Global
Style Network] color of the year for 2022,
Orchid Flower, is a saturated magenta
and is described as intense, hyper-real
and energizing. Pantone’s color of the

year for 2022 is a new color combination.
Veri Peri is a periwinkle that is described
as a warm, whimsical color that fuses a
reliable blue and a violet red undertone
into one exciting shade. Color Marketing
Group has designated two key yellow
colors for 2022. Hope, a clear yellow with
low chromaticity, is described as a hue
destined to define comfort. Sunny Side
Up is said to appear to radiate shimmer-
ing light and is destined to represent the
empathetic side of humanity.

The broader trend of returning to
handcrafted and conventional applica-
tion methods means the resurgence of
hand-applied finishes. Color washing and
textured color will have a strong pres-
ence in the coming year. Finishes to
watch for include limewash and venetian
plaster, with an appreciation for tradi-
tional techniques such as tadelakt (water-
proof plaster surface) and adobe finishes.
Additional techniques — either abstract
and rough or rhythmical and controlled
— using a brush, sponge, spatula, comb
and more are once again being explored
to deliver dimension, texture and move-
ment to interior spaces.

Hand-applied finishes are a premium
added service that require a decorative
painter. Consider upskilling yourself or
your crew to keep this lucrative service
in-house. 

Monique Rogers is a former co-owner 
of Modern Masters and Ritins Studio. 
On-demand training from The Paint Hive
can be found online and is self-paced. Visit
thepainthive.com for more information 
on these classes as well as continual shares
of upcoming interior and color trends.

Color Trends
Why your job might be more emotional than you think
By Jerry Rabushka

Color and Craft Come Together in 2022



Blue and green bring the outside in
Erika Woelfel, vice president of color

and creative services at Behr Paint Com-
pany, tells us that we’ll be seeing a lot of
earthy colors in 2022. Natural colors
such as taupes, browns, greens and
blues will take center stage as people

want to calm down by bringing natural
colors indoors. “While people were 
sheltering at home, creating more 
comfortable and easier living spaces, 
a connection with nature was very
important and became a big driver 
behind the color trends we’re seeing

today,” she said. Below are some obser-
vations you can share with customers
as you move through the year.

• Green is considered “nature’s neu-
tral” and comes in infinite varieties,
from mint to moss and olive to for-
est. Similarly, blue is a calming and
stable color, reminding us of the 
sea and sky. These outdoor-inspired
colors are easy to decorate with 
because they coordinate with many
other colors. 

• Greens pair particularly well with
light neutral shades in furnishings,
and blues work easily with wood
tones and warm, light neutrals.

• For interior spaces, navy, slate blue,
icy blue, forest green, sage and sea
glass green, like Behr’s Color of the
Year, Breezeway, are on trend for in-
terior walls, cabinetry and painted
furniture. On exteriors, these colors
can be found on siding or as accents
on doors and shutters. 

Behr Paint’s 2022 Color of the Year, Breezeway, 
is a silvery-green shade inspired by the earth’s
beauty and is reminiscent of sea glass found 
on the shores of salty beaches.  

Calming palette to lead off the year
Benjamin Moore’s Color Trends 2022

palette leads off with its color of the
year, a sage-shaded October Mist. It 
can lead your customers as well, as a
starting point in imaginative use of the
other 13 colors in its calming palette.
From refreshed primary colors to lumi-
nous pales and botanical hues, the
Color Trends 2022 palette invigorates
the senses and gives root to personal
style. The palette is harmonious yet di-
verse, and with just 14 colors, your cus-
tomers can be on trend without feeling
overwhelmed by too much choice.

“As the spaces in our homes continue
to evolve, we uncover more opportuni-
ties to express our individuality and
leverage the power of color to design
environments that serve different func-
tions and styles,” said Andrea Magno,
Benjamin Moore director of color mar-
keting and development. “October Mist
and the corresponding Color Trends
2022 palette reflect an effortless har-
mony of colors, while inspiring unique
combinations for any paint project.”

Companion colors include Wild
Flower, a shade of red dusted with 
pink and orange; Hint of Violet, a lilac
influenced by a cool gray; and Morning
Dew, a soothing gray with a touch 
of green.

The palette colors were drawn from
everyday observations, hobbies, per-
sonal rituals and cultural influences.
With that in mind, you can encourage
experimentation and combinations that
go with any design style. 
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Benjamin Moore’s October Mist is a gently
shaded sage that quietly anchors while 
encouraging creative expression through color.



From the sea to the sky
Blue is a color that inspires trust and

loyalty, and this deep blue might just
get you a bit of both when you recom-
mend it to an interested client. Zenith,
Diamond-Vogel’s 2022 Color of the 
Year, is inspired by the power of the
ocean and the quiet beauty of the 
sky’s last light.

“This color frees our spirit and makes
a statement of strength and empower-
ment while offering quiet beauty that
connects spaces, cultures and genera-
tions,” says Sandy Agar-Studelska, 
Diamond-Vogel’s marketing manager.
“This serene hue evokes feelings of
peaceful confidence, compassion and
courage, all important today as we 
navigate through and reinvent many 
aspects of our lives.”

Along with the home, Zenith is a win-
ner in commercial spaces as well, where
it’s more important than ever to keep
visitors calm and serene. “Zenith’s 

creative spirit delivers inspiration to
both residential and commercial inte-
rior and exterior spaces, offering a wel-
coming, friendly hello as well as staying
power with confidence and uplifting
energy,” says Agar-Studelska. “Zenith

pairs well as an accent with Diamond
Vogel’s 2022 Trend Colors, providing a
distinct statement when paired with
neutrals and near-whites. As a ground-
ing color, it complements greens, soft
blues and yellows.”

Used outdoors, Diamond Vogel’s Zenith complements and
contrasts with a variety of building materials, bringing unity
through its use on several of the home’s architectural features.

A new take on the classic
As more painters and contractors

look to the craftsmanship side of paint-
ing, Dunn-Edwards’ color of the year
serves as a backdrop for craft and cre-
ativity, be it from yesterday or yester-
year. Art and Craft a timeless, versatile
hue with an earthy, sophisticated qual-
ity — the perfect color for showcasing
handmade objects and works of art. In-
spired by academia, 17th-century
painters, cottagecore and artisans
everywhere, Art and Craft is a great
choice for clients who enjoy creating
their own art or displaying interesting
items throughout their home.

“Art and Craft features the need for
experimentation in handicrafts — the
rethinking of design skills through a
prism of technological development
and upcycling to develop a new experi-
mental style,” says the company’s color
stylist Sara McLean. “An appreciation for
nature brings with it a newfound desire
to know where our products come
from, and the processes used to make
them.”

It's a new take on a traditional color,
she continues, describing it as “a na-
ture-based hue that is moody and com-
plex.” And it won’t go out of style
anytime soon. “The sophisticated dark-
ness of this color is destined to make it

become a new classic; a foundation
color that ties other colors together. It
makes us feel tied to the earth and na-
ture’s seasons, evoking another era that
highlighted arts and crafts,” said
McLean. 

Art and Craft is a perfect color for clients who are
looking to display vintage or artistic objects.
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Comfort colors in a cool combo
Farrow and Ball, based in Dorset, Eng-

land, is known for high-end paint and a
limited but fascinating color palette. Joa
Studholme, the brand’s color curator,
predicts that 2022 will be a year which
homeowners are looking to apply sim-
ple and familiar colors but in clever
combinations. Farrow and Ball’s 2022
palette features five colors — Babooche
[yellow], Stone Blue, School House
White, Incarnadine [red] and Breakfast
Room Green — to help you comfort
your customers through color.

“There is something inherently
human in the colors that we are at-
tracted to for 2022, as well as in the way
we use them,” says Studholme. “Décor is
moving forward while drawing inspira-
tion from the modest character of the
world of folk and craft. We are offering
five significant shades that extol the
virtues of a simple life and can be used
in any combination and in any room.
They are an eclectic mix of the pure and
the humble that evokes the warmth

and harmony of a more innocent age
while celebrating life today. Function
goes hand in hand with ornament,

using colors and finishes in unusual
ways to celebrate the principles of util-
ity, kindness and honesty.” 

This room combines Stone Blue,
School House White, Incarnadine and
Breakfast Room Green.

Shocking yet soothing
Fine Paints of Europe is going all 

out to buck the trend of the calm and
peaceful palette. What used to be called
Shocking Pink returns to the stage as

Pink on the Brink, Fine Paints of 
Europe’s 2022 Color of the Year.

“Pink on the Brink pushes the limits
and puts a glam spin on this comfort

classic,” says Emmett Fiore, Fine Paints’
color strategist. “Pink is an inherently
soothing shade, so you can go vibrant
and vivacious while still fostering a 
cozy vibe.”

While it can go into a whole room, as
you can see from the photo, Fiore also
recommends it in small spurts — the
front door, an accent wall, even the ceil-
ing for a spicy overhead treat. “This fun-
loving fuchsia will transform any room
or nook into a favorite space for brain-
storming,” he says. “It really rocks out
when paired with hyper-hues such as
cobalt, green, gold, purple or black, 
and it mellows out with white, cream,
tan or gray.”

Fine Paints certified painter Jay Turner brush-
painted these walls with Hollandlac Brilliant 98.

Pink on the Brink pushes the
limits and puts a glam spin on
this comfort classic.

“

“



Leafy greens, tasty yellows
Kelly-Moore is skipping Color of the

Year for 2022. “It’s fun, but it doesn’t re-
ally capture the essence of the trends
we’re seeing or how to use them in our
homes,” said Shannon Kaye, the com-
pany’s color marketing manager. “At
Kelly-Moore, we love sharing a broader
look at color trends and design styles
we see coming in the new year.” Among
those are some upbeat developments
in greens, yellows and blues.

“One beautiful trend we’re excited
about is the range of greens taking 
cabinets and walls by storm,” said Kaye.
“Look for greens that make you feel
happy and plant them into almost any
current design trends, from midcentury
farm style to bohemian chic. To make
these colors chic, look to vintage light-
ing, white cabinets, brass or black fix-
tures, and maybe another jewel tone or
two for added sophistication.”

For clients who are “hungry for
change,” Kaye recommends some yel-
lows influenced by popular foods and
spices. “Yellow is the color of optimism
and personal power, and we’re seeing
this popular hue begin to shift from
slightly citrus to rich yummy versions 
of mango, saffron and chili powder,” 
she said.

Another trend positions blue as 

“the new black.” Look for rich hues such
as indigo, cobalt and deep sea to take
the place of black for everything from
dark rooms to punchy pillows and tradi-
tional dishware.

Jewel Marlowe’s entry in Kelly-Moore’s 
One Room Challenge featuring the vibrant
green New Life for the wainscoting and trim.

Versatile lavender
Many paint companies, such as Miller,

Rodda, Cloverdale, Richards and Califor-
nia, share a color palette, and they’ve
named Desireé their 2022 color of the
year. A softly shaded orchid hue that is
reminiscent of the first signs of spring,
Desireé was inspired by a renewed con-
nection to the natural world.

“With 2021 coming to a close and a
shared desire for hope and healing, 
Desireé is a point of light and warmth,
calling on us to pause and reflect,” says
Puji Sherer, director of color marketing
for Miller Paint. “A collective wish for
new beginnings leads us to thoughtful
hues that support renewal, reflection
and a sense of optimism in 2022.”

It’s a versatile color that’s a great rec-
ommendation for customers who want
to move away from neutrals. “Desireé
proves versatile and complex, with a
brightness that offers a coloristic sur-
prise in places like entryway doors
loaded with architectural detail,” says
Sherer.

The softly shaded lavender Desireé 
is designed to express these hopes 
[of optimism and renewal] and bring
dreams of renewal to life,” adds the
team at California Paints. “The subtle 
floral mood of Desireé makes it an ideal
choice, whether you prefer contempo-
rary styling or vintage décor.”

Rodda color experts tell us this is a
great color for rooms focusing on well-
ness. “From yoga studios to fitness
spaces and the sanctuary of your bath-
room, Desireé is the color of renewal,”
says the company.

Desireé brings a calming,
warm effect to both interior
and exterior spaces.
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From yoga studios to fitness
spaces and the sanctuary of
your bathroom, Desireé is the
color of renewal.

“

“



Very Peri looks to the future
Pantone’s color of the year, the deep

purple Very Peri, is more playful than
peaceful and may go well with the 
current edition of home furnishings.
Pantone’s color experts see this color
trending not only in paint but in 
fashion, makeup, fabric and in other 
industries where color plays an impor-
tant role. 

Where paint and décor are con-
cerned, Pantone suggests its strength
as an accent color. “Very Peri injects a
sense of playful freshness into home 
interiors, enlivening a space through
unusual color combinations,” says
Leatrice Eiseman, Pantone’s executive
director. “It is suited to an array of differ-
ent materials, textures and finishes, 
providing a pop of color, whether intro-
duced through a painted wall, accent
furniture or home décor, or acting as 
an intriguing and eye-catching accent
in a pattern.

“Displaying a carefree confidence and
a daring curiosity that animates our cre-
ative spirit, Very Peri helps us to em-
brace this altered landscape of
possibilities, opening us up to a new 
vision as we rewrite our lives,” says 

Eiseman. “Rekindling gratitude for some
of the qualities that blue represents,
complemented by a new perspective
that resonates today, Very Peri places
the future ahead in a new light.”

Pantone’s color of the year, Very Peri, is a symbol of the global zeitgeist
and the transition we are going through.

Colors for compartments
“DIYers, property managers, design-

ers and architects are shifting away
from the stark, neutral palettes of yes-
terday and opting for color in all form,”
says Amy Donato, senior color market-

ing manager, at PPG paint. “Call it rebel-
lion, but we are certainly here for the
resurgence of optimistic colors to guide
us into a new era of home design.” 

PPG is offering an olive branch, or at

least a sprig, as its 2022 Color of the
Year. Olive Sprig is a relaxed but entic-
ing green that emulates the feeling of
soothing aloe vera or a fragrant plant,
brightening any space with organic
liveliness. Its versatility allows it to
blend in with any environment and also
cater to a population that’s ready to
participate in a more active lifestyle
after spending so much time in hiding.
Olive Sprig also pairs beautifully with
brass accents and wood tones on an 
island or lower kitchen cabinets. 

One trend overall, says Donato, is that
as people are more likely working and
learning from home, there’s been a
move away from open-concept living
spaces to individual rooms in order to
create privacy and compartmentalize
working life from personal. As a con-
tractor, you can recommend painting a
wall or nook a different color from the
rest of an open space to help create
compartments and boundaries.

PPG’s Olive Sprig is a sophisticated gray-green
that represents healing, regrowth and resiliency.
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Calm and Comfort
Pratt & Lambert’s 2022 palette is

headlined by its Color of the Year Gray
Mist, described as a soft sage with a
gray suggestion. You might suggest it
for people who are looking to simplify
and calm down.

“Today, more people are embracing a
slower pace of life and decluttering
their living spaces — they are putting
more time and energy into turning their
homes into safe havens for retreat and
rejuvenation,” said Ashley Banbury, sen-
ior color designer for Pratt & Lambert
Paints. “Gray Mist is the perfect shade to
uncomplicate a room with color that is
elevated but not overwhelming. Our
Color of the Year softens interiors and
also works outside to create beautiful
exteriors by harmonizing with classic
whites and blacks. It’s a great choice for
any décor style.”

Pratt and Lambert Paints’ complete

2022 color palette is inspired by nature’s
energizing and restorative qualities. It
began by researching global lifestyle
trends from culture to fashion to tech-
nology, providing a fresh jumping-off

point for forward-thinking colors. From
uplifting yellow and blue hues to sooth-
ing rose and lavender tints, exuberance
and optimism permeate this timeless
collection.

Pratt & Lambert recommends Gray Mist
as a beautiful choice or any room or
décor style.

Evergreen Fog makes it crystal clear
Sherwin-Williams’ 2022 Color of the

Year is Evergreen Fog, a nourishing, so-
phisticated and nostalgic gray-green,
bringing us back home with an old-
school midtone following several years
of cool neutrals and bold jewel tones.
“Evergreen Fog is a sophisticated wash

of color for spaces that crave a subtle
yet stunning statement shade,” said Sue
Wadden, director of color marketing at
Sherwin-Williams. “Evergreen Fog in-
spires us to begin again and is a great
choice for modern interiors and exteri-
ors.” Use it to bring a soothing, subtle

shade to any part of the home, indoors
or out. 

You can also recommend it as well for
business and commercial spaces. It
brings a regenerative touch to any envi-
ronment, whether hotel room, restau-
rant or office,” said Wadden. In multiuse
areas, this calming and composed color
helps promote the 
versatility of the space. It’s also a winner
in lounges and other areas used for rest
and relaxation, and it provides a com-
forting welcome for entry areas and
lobbies.

It also works well with other building
and decorating materials.  “You can cre-
ate depth and texture with a mix of nat-
ural-looking textiles. Add a little gleam
with a fusion of metals — champagne
gold, warm brass or inky black,” Wadden
encouraged. The color pairs well with
organic neutrals such as Shoji White,
Accessible Beige and Woven Wicker,
along with tonal, luxurious hues such as
Urbane Bronze, Über Umber and Bake-
lite Gold.

Sherwin-Williams’ Evergreen Fog is a versatile
color that extends to residential and commercial
uses, indoors or out.
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Nature’s neutrals
Valspar is continuing with its practice

of choosing several Colors of the Year.
“In 2022, we look to bring in colors that
are comfortably familiar, derived from
nature and empower us to move for-
ward with positive outlook for the fu-
ture,” says Sue Kim, color marketing
manager. “Valspar’s 2022 Colors of the
Year palette embraces colors that bring
a calming warmth, balancing tranquility
and uplifting energy to our multifunc-
tional spaces in our homes.”

A good takeaway from this company
is the idea that color can be a guiding
factor in how your clients, many of
whom are spending more time at
home, can make that home more com-
fortable. This makes a contractor’s
knowledge of color even more impor-
tant.  “We are seeking shades with
depth to create a meditative space that
also feels luxurious.  Mountain River is
naturally indulgent and Fired Earth is a

classic shade that makes us feel pro-
tected,” says Kim. 

Another recommendation is to bring
the outside in, with colorful neutrals
that evoke shades of nature, providing
comfort for your clients without over-
whelming them. “Blanched Thyme is a

beautiful natural green, a shade that
promotes positive wellbeing,” Kim de-
scribes. “Grey Suit is a natural grey with
a slight red undertone, promoting bal-
ance bring together both cool and
warm tones in our home.”             APC

Valspar’s Mountain River, a deep comforting
blue, is one of Valspar’s Colors of the Year.



Featured Resources
7 Steps to Successful Software Implementation

One in three software
projects attempted by
companies fail, not be-
cause the software was
the wrong choice or
that it didn’t work for
their company, but be-
cause companies failed
to plan for a successful
implementation. This
doesn’t have to be your
result. Check out these 7
Steps to ensure that

your next tech implementation is a success!  

90-Day Plan Template
Focusing on your 

Organization’s Big Rocks
in 3 month or “90 Day”'
can make an enormous
difference in attaining
your future desired state
vs. getting lost in mil-
lions of projects. The
smaller planning time-
frame allows for more 
attainable goals and
helps prioritize what is
critically  important to

company success. This planning template will help make your
goals real with KPI goals, open issues that need attention,
and step-by-step details for projects in progress with who is
involved. Be sure to  include the management team and/or
team leaders who will be part of the success and make sure
everyone is on the same page for quarterly goals. 

5-Step Process to Building a Winning 
Marketing Strategy

What is your strategy
for winning in your mar-
ket? If you haven’t built
a customer-focused
strategy, this framework
will help you ask the
right questions and take
the right actions to pro-
pel your business to the
next level.

Cascading Planning Process Diagram
The Cascading Plan-

ning Process (  ) is a cycle
of planning activities
that produce guiding
documents for vision
achievement at all lev-
els in an organization.
Every employee has a
“line of sight” to the 
vision.

It is a systematic ap-
proach that creates or-
ganizational alignment,

employee engagement and exponentially increases a com-
pany’s chances of achieving the vision. This Diagram displays
what meetings should be happening when on the
calendar year to ensure your planning process is
occurring, cascading and routine. 

Use this document to review your Annual, Quarterly,
Monthly and Weekly Meetings Schedule.

APC’s Free Business Resource Page is a great place for you to find tools an advice from the industry’s top
consultants and tech companies on anything from building profit to creating a sales process. Simply peruse
our page of resources and choose those that fit your needs. 

Business Resource Page
Find free tools, worksheets, videos and guides to help 
you run a more profitable painting business.
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Off to the races, another day getting
the crews going. Grab that cup of

coffee and hit the road! Let’s see… mul-
tiple things on the radar this morning:
Swing by the paint supplier and grab
some masking for Crew 1. Crew 2 needs
a ladder… I’ll swing by the shop for that.
The phone rings, and the next job is
ready for paint. Oops! It’s time to pull
over and jot down some notes. Oh yeah,
Crew 3 is a bit over on budget and work-
ing on extras — I need to get there, and
fast, to communicate this to the crew
and owner. While pulling into the first
crew’s project, an estimate request
comes from across town. Jot it down…
OH NO, the coffee is cold! Looks like it’s
going to be another day without
enough hours. If only I could duplicate
me! How do I get help? What do I do?

Does this kind of day ring true? 
The process for applying paint is rela-

tively easy for painters to comprehend.
After all, we live it daily. Prep must hap-
pen before finish. Oil base and water
base do not mix. Cleaning paint from
surfaces is harder than covering them.
But … what about the business
process? This is where many of us have
a hard time defining the correct route.
Where do I enter estimates? How do I
track which estimates are won and
which ones are not? How much more
work needs to be booked for this year?
Should I hire additional labor? Where
should I hire from? Long story short….
once your team is bigger than “just you,”
you are now in the people business,
and software is a helpful tool to create
structure around your operations. Read
on to learn about software integrations
and how to think about them!

Symptoms of a need to change your
software tools

Software is a significant part of oper-

ating a growing business, and the web
content available for making these deci-
sions can be overwhelming. How do
you know when you are ready to add
new software tools? Consider the fol-
lowing symptoms as triggers for mak-
ing software changes:

• Dual data entry. Are you entering
the same data in multiple places?
This happens when the software
packages and integrations don’t suf-
ficiently reflect your operating
model.   

• Generating manual reports in
spreadsheets. This is an indication
that your software packages don’t
readily produce the information you
need to make sound decisions.

• Losing touch on the day-to-day op-
erations. As businesses outgrow
their systems, it becomes difficult to
keep track of all the moving vari-
ables on a day-to-day basis. 

Software as a model of your business
Do you find yourself experiencing the

aforementioned symptoms? Your soft-
ware sets the stage for how your busi-
ness operates, so selecting a software
package that fits your operating model
is crucial! When the correct apps are
chosen and functioning as they should,
data is collected in a way that enables a
complete feedback loop on each inter-
nal process.  For example, job costing is
a result of proper data entry (materials
and labor), and job allocation metrics
can provide insight on the performance
of the apps or the performance of the
person that facilitates this process. In
turn, this gives the entire team real-time
feedback on the efficiency of your “well-
oiled machine” and promotes accounta-
bility because the entire team has clear
targets and sees the same feedback.
Below are some pointers for selecting
new apps.

By Bruce Herrala, Stak BI

Software Integrations
Within Your Business
Stop wasting time duplicating data!

Bruce Herrala in a remote meeting with a client.



What to look for in software
Integrations?

Most software companies provide the
opportunity for free trials and demos.
There are some key questions to ask
during these demos that can reveal
how the software will integrate with
your current system. 

Table 1 (below) was put together to il-
lustrate how fundamental software fea-
tures should communicate with each
other. It operates under the assumption
that you already have an accounting sys-
tem in place. Consider the fact that soft-
ware functions from lists. To eliminate
dual data entry and preserve the proper
data granularity, the new tools should fa-
cilitate an integration with your existing
lists as denoted by a green check mark.

Here is a real-world painting example
to help illustrate this concept.

A painting contractor with eight em-
ployees was operating with an account-
ing system that hosted their job list.
However, their payroll and time track-
ing software didn’t possess the capabil-
ity to communicate with their
accounting system at the job list level.
This meant the bookkeeper had to
manually enter the job list into the time
tracking software (dual data entry), as

well as incur additional overhead to ac-
complish job-costing metrics. This is ex-
actly the problem we strive to avoid.

So what is the fundamental question
to ask the software providers in this sce-
nario? When considering new software
for time tracking and payroll, make 
sure they integrate at the job level, as
Table 1 implies. Ask the software
provider to demonstrate how their tool
integrates with your current system at
this level. In some cases, they will even
set this up for you! (If the package is un-
able, keep searching!) The ability to
track expenses by job as an outflow
from payroll is essential for true job
costing in a business where labor is a
majority of their expenses.

Why is this data so important?
Table 1 is representing a data model

for service-based businesses. It includes
the necessary integrations for eliminat-
ing dual data entry and streamlining
the reporting process. It also represents
the most significant factors that influ-
ence the performance of a painting
business. The data is the backbone for
your operating dashboard and is used
to structure internal processes that are
set in place to position you for addi-
tional growth.

What other integration features should 
I be looking for?

Reporting! With properly functioning
integrations, there are so many oppor-
tunities to ask questions and discern
trends based on the data being col-
lected. Here are a few examples:

• Which customer (think general con-
tractor) or customer types (commer-
cial vs. residential) are the most
profitable for me?

• Which employees are contributing
the most to my bottom line?

• How do I trace macro business
trends down to the job level to cre-
ate actionable scorecards for my
field teams?

How does my business size influence
the software packages I choose?

Consider the following question:
Does the business model for an organi-
zation change as the organization in-
creases or decreases in volume? At the
most fundamental level, it arguably
doesn’t. What changes are the people,
and this presents ever greater commu-
nication challenges when the internal
processes aren’t robust. Remember,
your processes are often structured
around your software. That said, the
concept presented here grows with
your business so long as you protect
the integration requirements. 

There is, however, a case to be made
for implementation of an enterprise-
wide software system. The opportunity
for this comes with scale when incre-
mental efficiency gains in communica-
tion and automation can pay for a much
more significant overhead burden and
get a return on it in due time.  APC

StakBI is a service-based business
that specializes in business modeling
through software integrations, data an-
alytics, and reporting. Do you lack the
time to improve your systems? Do you
lack the skill set to clean up your soft-
ware integrations and create business
processes, then report out on their sta-
bility? StakBI fills these gaps, and our
work commences at a dashboard that
delivers clarity and focus to the areas
your business needs most. Let us help
you extract the value from your data!
Learn more at www.stakbi.io.
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It’s not news that painting contractors
are busier than ever. Many are navi-
gating a backlog of work in the midst

of a pandemic, with ongoing material
and labor shortages to boot. It can be
tough to focus on more than just get-
ting the job done. According to the
2022 Dodge Construction Outlook, the
construction boom is forecast to con-
tinue in 2022, with sales expected to
grow by 6%.

While record sales can make your
profit and loss statement look great,
that doesn’t necessarily mean that your
business has enough cash to stay afloat.
Without cash on hand to pay your em-
ployees and suppliers, you can’t per-

form the work necessary to earn those
profits. At best, this causes late pay-
ments to vendors, unhappy workers
and lots of additional stress. At worst,
cash flow shortages lead to bankruptcy.

Smart painters are constantly looking
ahead and planning for the future. How
would your business need to change if
your painting jobs doubled overnight?
Is your company prepared to ride the
wave? Do you have the resources nec-
essary to keep paying your employees
and suppliers, no matter what happens
to your sales?

Slow-paying customers can put a
pinch on a company’s growth and oper-
ations on a daily basis. Luckily, painting

Cash Flow Options

How to maintain cash flow when you’re super busy
By Andrew Dunn, VP 
Financial Products, Levelset
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contractors have several options to help
them when cash flow is low.

How to keep cash flowing when
your painting business is booming

1. Protect your lien rights. 
Everyone pays you — until they

don’t. A boom in construction means a
strain on everyone’s cash flow, includ-
ing your customers, other contractors
on the job and even property owners.
Because painters typically come in 
near the end of a job, they are at greater
risk of the owner running out of funds.
A cash flow problem at any point 
above you in the payment chain can 
affect your ability to get paid. Construc-
tion already has one of the slowest
times-to-payment of any industry A
building bonanza creates even more 
financial risk. 

Every state gives painters the right to
file a mechanic’s lien on properties they
perform work at if they aren’t paid. A
lien is an inexpensive way to ensure
that you get paid for painting work
you’ve done. In order to take advantage
of this tool, however, there are specific
notification requirements that must be
met. They differ by state, so you have to
be aware of the requirements in each
state you work in.

In many cases, sending notification of
your lien rights, and your willingness to
employ them if necessary, will speed up
payments and prevent you from ever
needing to file a lien. Faster payments
will give you the cash you need to keep
your business running. Be sure to follow
the notice requirements of each state to
ensure your rights are protected.

2. Invoice factoring
This involves selling your current ac-

counts receivable invoices to a factor-
ing company in exchange for a cash
payment of 80%-90% of the invoice
amount. Your customer then pays the
factoring company the whole amount
of the invoice, and you receive the bal-
ance, less a factoring fee of 1%–3%. It’s
an effective way to get cash in your
pocket quickly and saves you the

headache of collecting from your cus-
tomer, as the factoring company takes
responsibility for collections.

Factoring is an attractive option for
contractors with credit that’s less than
stellar or nonexistent. Costs are based
on the credit and payment history of
your customers, not your personal or
business history, so as long as your cus-
tomers pay on time, the fees should be
manageable.

This is only an option if you ave al-
ready invoiced for the work or materi-
als. Factoring doesn’t help you improve
your cash position at the start of a job. 

How to keep more cash in your
pockets

Another way to improve cash flow in
your business is to delay payments until
you have more cash available. There are
several ways you can effectively delay
payments and keep more cash in your
pockets.

1. Credit cards
Credit cards can be used to defer pay-

ments for goods and services for a small
amount of time, typically giving you 30
days before interest charges are in-
curred. If the balance is paid off each
month, there’s no charge for the service.
They are easy to get if you have good
personal or business credit.

However, credit cards can come with
high interest rates and a variety of fees
and charges. If they’re not managed
properly, they can end up making your
cash flow even worse, with regular
payments required just to cover inter-
est fees. Read each agreement care-
fully so you know the costs, and 
make a plan for how you will use 
each credit card.

2. Material financing
Material financing can be used to

purchase paint and other materials for a
specific project without using your own
cash up-front. The financing company
pays your vendor directly for the mate-
rials, and you pay the financing com-
pany within a specified time frame. 
For example, Levelset Capital allows
painters to delay payment up to 
120 days.

In this case, the approval process
doesn’t rely on your company’s financial
statements or credit history. Instead,
some financing companies will evaluate
the creditworthiness of the project it-
self. Material financing usually offers
better terms than credit cards, but you
must be sure that your vendor will ac-
cept third-party payments. Some ven-
dors may already have an agreement
with a material financing company, al-
lowing you to easily finance purchases
through them.

Financing material purchases is help-
ful when your painting business is
growing, because it allows you to take
on more projects and surpass existing
credit limits while holding onto your
own cash. 

3. Trade accounts
Suppliers often extend short-term

credit to their customers as a conven-
ience. Depending on the terms, you
may be able to delay payment for up to
30 days. There is usually a charge for
late payments, plus accruing interest
fees. Terms and fees are based on your
personal or business credit history.

Some vendors may require a personal
guarantee to extend credit. This agree-
ment states that they can come after
your personal assets if your business is

Do you have the resources necessary 
to keep paying your employees and 
suppliers, no matter what happens to
your sales?
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unable to pay its bills. Read these agree-
ments carefully if you must sign them,
and make sure you will have enough
cash to make the payment on time.

4. Equipment loans
If you are purchasing a company

truck, scissor lift or other equipment,
you may be able to take out an asset-
backed loan to avoid a huge outflow of
cash. Just like a car loan, an equipment
loan is tied to the equipment or vehicle

and can extend payments over several
years. The equipment or vehicle is held
as collateral and would be surrendered
if you default on payment.

Often, the interest rate and payment
terms are determined based on your
personal or business credit history.
Many dealers and financial institutions
offer this type of financing.

Being prepared
It’s important to recognize that even

in the midst of a busy period, cash flow
will be one of the biggest challenges
your business will face. Painting con-
tractors must plan for the future and
have options available when they are
needed. Otherwise, you may be caught
off guard and be looking at mounting
debt that you can’t afford to pay off.
Having several tools available gives you
options to keep cash flowing and your
business thriving. APC

house

Andrew Dunn is the vice
president of financial
products at Levelset,
overseeing the develop-
ment, strategy and 
execution of Levelset
Capital, including mate-
rial financing and more.
More information at
www.levelset.com

Some vendors may require a personal
guarantee to extend credit. Read these
agreements carefully.

Cash Flow Options
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Y
ou know it all too well. That “fresh

paint” smell hits your nose as

soon as you start painting. But

what’s causing the harsh odors and how

is it impacting you?

The science behind the smell
Conventional paint products contain a

long list of chemicals designed to keep

the paint in its liquid state, make it easier

to apply and ensure a fast dry. Solvents

such as formaldehyde, benzene, toluene,

glycols and others — all common ingre-

dients in conventional paints — are

chemicals known as volatile organic com-

pounds. VOCs are a class of carbon-based

compounds that can easily vaporize at

room temperature.  As conventional

paint dries and the liquid ingredients

begin to evaporate, fumes containing

harmful VOCs are released into the air.

This process is known as off-gassing.

VOCs that off-gas from products such

as paint can contribute to a wide range

of both short- and long-term harmful

health effects. Short-term symptoms in-

clude nausea, dizziness, and eye, nose and

throat irritation. Chronic or long-term

exposure to VOCs can lead to damage

to the liver, kidneys, central nervous 

system and more.

At-risk populations such as children,

pregnant women and people with 

preexisting medical conditions are espe-

cially vulnerable and should take extra

precautions to avoid exposure to VOCs.

Babies are particularly susceptible, as

they can inhale up to 10 times the 

VOCs based on body weight compared

to an adult.

While the majority of VOC off-gassing

occurs during application and the first

few days after painting, research shows

that painted surfaces can continue to 

release harmful VOCs for many months,

long after the worst odors have dissi-

pated.

The EPA found that concentrations of

VOCs are routinely up to 10 times

higher indoors than outdoors. Indoor

VOC levels can rise to up to 1,000 times

higher than outdoor levels both during

and immediately following certain activi-

ties such as paint stripping. From an envi-

ronmental perspective, VOC emissions

are not only detrimental to indoor air

quality, they are also a major contributor

to urban air pollution.

How do I know if it’s healthy?
When researching new products, keep

in mind that manufacturers can use the

“zero VOC” label as long as their prod-

uct contains fewer than 5 grams per liter

(g/L) of VOCs.  Also bear in mind that a

product’s VOC content is typically re-

ported for the base coating alone, before

adding any colorants. While adding col-

orants to tint the paint results in a beau-

tiful color, it often has the unfortunate

side effect of increasing the overall VOC

content.

It’s important to ask your paint sup-

plier about the VOC content of its 

colorant system. Some manufacturers, 

including my company ECOS Paints, have

developed a unique tinting system using

special pigments to avoid the VOCs and

glycols found in conventional tints. ECOS

also recognizes the need to “think be-

yond zero VOC,” a concept you can

share with your clients as well. Many

chemicals that can cause health prob-

lems are not regulated VOCs, so simply

knowing the number of VOCs in a prod-

uct cannot tell you exactly how harmful

a paint product is. To be sure, look for a

paint company that publishes ingredient

lists and testing results for every prod-

uct, helping you make an informed buy-

ing decision for yourself and your clients.

The need for transparency
It’s important to note that until all

manufacturers prioritize product trans-

parency, there will be gray areas when it

comes to understanding the composition

and potential hazards of some conven-

tional paint products. Nevertheless, you

shouldn’t have to compromise your

health, your clients’ well-being or the en-

vironment by using outdated brands.

Better products are out there — by

learning about the different options. you

can make healthy choices for both you

and your customers.                       APC

Emma Pugliares is marketing director at
ECOS Paints, a manufacturer of premium
quality, eco-friendly paints, stains and var-
nishes based in Spartanburg, South Car-
olina. Emma joined the ECOS team in 2018
with an extensive and varied background in
implementing marketing strategies, advocat-
ing for environmental and sustainability ini-
tiatives, and managing nonprofit startups.
More information at www.ecospaints.net

Does ‘No VOCs’ Guarantee
a Healthy Paint?
In a word, no 
By Emma Pugliares, ECOS Paints



In this special section of In My Experi-
ence, Monty Byars, of Byars Painting and
Drywall Finishing in Rives, Tennessee,
walks us through his faux graining 
technique.

The way I start my process, whether it
is a fiberglass or metal door unit, is to
lightly scuff-sand the unit and then use
tack cloth after I vacuum it. The next
step is to prime the unit with tinted
Zinsser Cover Stain oil-base primer. 
Usually I use a pale yellow or light tan,
depending on the stain colors selected. 

Once the primer is dry (usually 24
hours), I faux woodgrain the unit. I
begin by masking the individual panels
to assure tight lines at the transition
point. I use Zar stain in a base color,
then incorporate other Zar colors into
the process to add the details and ac-
cents into the grain. I add a very minimal

amount of sanding sealer — literally
just a few drops — to a mixed quart of
base stain. This allows the stain to set up
faster. This is the point during the
process where adding the stain accents
is most optimal, sometimes with the aid
of a hair dryer for quicker drying of de-
tails such as knot holes. Once the faux
process is complete, I wait at least 24
hours, then my next step is to apply 
Zar Ultra Exterior oil-base polyurethane. 

As far as the applicators, I primarily
use nylon brushes and small foam poly
brushes. For this step, I prefer nylon as
opposed to the China or ox-hair brushes
that are traditionally used with solvent-
based materials. Because the sealer-
stain combination sets up fast, China
and ox-hair bristles tend to break off
and stick to the finish because it is
tacky. Also, the stiffer nylon brush adds
to the authenticity of the graining

process by creating a straight grain ap-
pearance, whereas a softer brush would
flatten the finish.

On the varnish coat, however, I use
ox-hair or China bristles because the
varnish sets up much slower and it also
creates a slicker finish. As long as the
finish isn’t setting up fast, the brush
edge remains wet and breakage doesn’t
occur.

Along with this, I incorporate some
degree of ragging in selected areas. 

The technique I use, while self-taught,
is not the mainstream way of doing faux
grain as far as the material end of it. It
has an old-school flair and a “seat of
your pants” feel about it that I like. When
I start a unit, the first panel sets the tone
for what the next one will look like. I
prefer this process because it makes
every door unit unique. APC

Have a question? Curious how other contractors solve application problems? APC can help. In each issue, we’ll aim to answer some of your 
technical questions by reaching out directly to the product experts. Send your questions to editorial@paintmag.com, subject: In My Experience. 

Monty Byars puts a faux grain design on a metal door, one panel at a time.

A look at the finished product, first close up, then over the whole door, and then as it blends into the landscape.
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Decorative Finishing



What made you decide to
add decorative painting
to your business?
John Michaels 
John Michaels Decorating,
Lombard, Illinois
PCA Craftsman of the Year 2015

I started my business in 1989. A 
designer asked me to participate in a
showcase house, where all the design-
ers got a room; they typically decorated
it to the nines because they were show-
ing off their best work. My designer
brought me in to do regular painting. I
was walking around the site to watch all
the other painters, and one painter was
painting a metal door to look like wood
and I was like, holy cow, that is amazing!
Then I saw a guy painting a wooden
fireplace mantle to look like marble, and
I was just totally blown away.

So I thought, “I’m going to send a mar-
keting letter to all the designers in
Chicago and say, ‘I’m John Michaels and I
do faux finishing. Can we schedule an ap-
pointment for me to show you my port-
folio?”  Then I realized I had no portfolio! 

I realized I had to pay some dues, and
learned how to faux finish. The first faux
finish class I took was one week long
and we learned 30 decorative finishes. I
immediately started selling faux finishes.
I really enjoyed it because it separated me
from the regular painters, plus there were
some amazing finishes we could do.

What was the difference between this
and selling straight painting?

There is more to it than a customer
just saying, “Oh, yeah, we want this par-
ticular finish.” You’re selling a finish, but
also you're selling the color. And some-
times you have to combine a couple of
finishes to get the right design, and
then your proposals have to include a
rework of the finish you showed them
so you can customize it for them. It’s
more like, “Yeah, we want this finish, but
can you take the gold out of it?”

Also, you’re making samples before
the jobs, but you have to have your cus-
tomer approve a sample, and after 20
years of many faux instalations and con-
tinued education, I have over 200 deco-
rative finishes in my portfolio. People
think I just show up and do it miracu-
lously, but some of these samples I’ve
actually never done in a full-scale proj-
ect. You have to recreate what you did
in the past — so make sure you have
good notes. And all of this takes time. 

I think the biggest mistake people
make is figuring in “design time.” The 
design time — making their sample,
recreating what you did in the past, mak-
ing the adjustments that the customer
wants and getting it approved — can
take longer than the actual job. I think
one of the biggest pitfalls of the decora-
tive world is budgeting in design time.
It’s a wild guess because sometimes you
can nail it in 30 minutes or an hour, and
sometimes you’ve burned up half a day
and it’s still not right. But all in all, learn-
ing to specialize is a good thing!

How do you dispose of
unneeded paint?
Carina MacDonald
C-Mac Painting, Flint, Michigan

I leave cans open in my garage to
dry. Kitty litter or commercial hardener

speeds up the process. Leave cans
open when you put them to the curb
so the trash collectors can see it’s dried
up. My preferred method is to post
“free paint” on Craigslist. 

Your device will blow up with re-
sponses, and some people will be re-
ally thankful for free paint. I’ve ditched
quite a bit of paint to people that do a
lot of crafts with kids. I also listed car-
pentry cutoffs; they were all thin long
pieces. A tech school gobbled them up
… a couple months later I received
photos of all the drafting projects that
were made with them. I loved it!

Chris Bott
Chris the Painter, Slave Lake, Alberta

There is paint hardener that can be
used to solidify paint so it can be
thrown away. Also, most municipal
landfill sites have paint disposal service;
I take out about two loads per year.

Stephen Howsare
Painting, Etc., Solon, Iowa

In the summer months, I save large
cardboard boxes, split them open and
lay them flat somewhere out of the way,
then pour out a half gallon of paint a
day to dry if I have paint to get rid of. It’s
free, and dried paint is normal garbage,
not a hazard.

Chris McCone
Maine Paint (retailer), Portland, Maine

Maine participates in the PaintCare
program. A small fee is charged at pur-
chase (e.g., 75 cents for a gallon). You
can bring leftovers of that and any other
qualifying paint to drop-off sites for free,
it can be a 10-year-old gallon of paint —
even full — as long as it’s not leaking,
has a label, and isn’t a two-part epoxy or
lacquer or spray can. It’s a great pro-
gram. I’d check to see if your state partic-
ipates before just disposing of paint.

Before just disposing of it, check with
organizations such as Habitat for Hu-
manity (or similar) — they sometimes
take good paint — also local theater
companies or school drama programs.
It’s always better for it to be used than
thrown away if it’s still good.               APC
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John Michaels installing Bella Fresco Glaze 
finish. This finish adds beauty and movement 
to the space.  
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3M
www.3m.com
See our ad on page 2.

Corona
www.coronabrushes.com
See our ad on page 3.
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www.DiabloSandNET.com
See our ad on page 5.

Frog Tape
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www.frogtape.com
See our belly band.
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www.graco.com
See our ad on back cover.
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(800) 332-7322
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See our ad on page 9.
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See our ads on pages 7, 11.
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